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Abstract. The execution of scientific workflows in Grids can imply complex
interactions among various Grid applications and resources spanning multiple
organizations. Failures and performance problems can easily occur during the
execution. However, online monitoring and detecting failures and performance
problems of scientific workflows in Grids is a nontrivial task. So far little ef-
fort has been spent on supporting performance monitoring and visualization of
scientific workflows for the Grid. In this paper we present an online workflow
performance monitoring and visualization tool for Grid scientific workflows that
is capable to monitor the performance and to detect failuresof Grid workflows.
We also support sophisticated visualization of monitoringand performance result.
Performance monitoring is conducted online and Grid infrastructure monitoring
is integrated with workflow monitoring, thus fostering the chance to detect perfor-
mance problems and being able to correlate performance metrics from different
sources.

1 Introduction

Scientific workflows commonly compose several scientific tools and applications to per-
form complex experiments. The execution of scientific workflows in Grids frequently
implies large amounts of complex interactions among various, diverse Grid applications
and resources spanning multiple organizations. Due to the complexity and the diversity
of both Grid workflows and resources, failures and performance problems can easily
occur during runtime of Grid workflows. To monitor and detectfailures and perfor-
mance problems as early as possible at runtime is a key requirement from the scientific
workflows community in the Grid.

However, until now performance monitoring and analysis tools for Grid scientific
workflows are not well supported. Most research effort is dedicated to developing work-
flow languages and execution engines, as shown in [1]. Many existing Grid monitoring
tools [2] do not support Grid scientific workflows. In this paper we present an online
performance monitoring and visualization tool for Grid scientific workflows. The tool
can monitor performance, detect failure of Grid scientific workflows, and present the
monitoring and performance result through a sophisticated, but easy to use, visualiza-
tion. Performance monitoring is conducted online, during the execution of the Grid
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workflows, and infrastructure monitoring is also integrated. The user can observe the
performance of workflows as well as the Grid resources the workflow consumes by
requesting and analyzing monitoring data of Grid infrastructure in parallel with appli-
cation monitoring and analysis. As a result, the tool increases the probability to detect
performance problems. Moreover it can correlate performance metrics from different
sources. A prototype of this tool has been integrated into ASKALON environment [3]
for developing scientific workflows in the Grid.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the ASKALON
workflow system. In Section 3 we describe the architecture ofour performance moni-
toring and visualization tool. Section 4 details techniques and features for performance
monitoring, instrumentation and visualization of Grid scientific workflows. We illus-
trate experiments in Section 5. Related work is discussed inSection 6. Section 7 sum-
marizes the paper and gives an outlook to the future work.

2 The ASKALON Environment

Our work on performance monitoring and visualization of scientific workflows in Grids
is conducted in the framework of the ASKALON environment. ASKALON [3] is a
Grid application development and computing environment which provides services for
composing, scheduling and executing scientific workflows inthe Grid. The main ser-
vices in ASKALON are theResource Manager, which is responsible for negotiation,
reservation, allocation of resources and automatic deployment of services; theSched-
uler, which determines effective mappings of workflows onto the Grid; and the dis-
tributedExecution Engine(EE), which is responsible for the reliable and fault tolerant
execution of workflows. All ASKALON middleware services implement WSRF [4] by
using Globus Toolkit 4.0 [5]. In ASKALON a user can compose Grid workflow appli-
cations using a UML-based workflow composition or can describe workflows using the
XML-based Abstract Grid Workflow Language (AGWL). After thecomposition, the
workflow is executed by the execution engine.

By using ASKALON a user designs a workflow, submits the workflow and ob-
serves the execution of the workflow on selected Grid sites. Performance bottlenecks
and failures can occur at any time during the execution. A performance monitoring and
visualization tool for scientific workflows enriches ASKALON by allowing users to
monitor their running activities on selected Grid sites andto detect failure and abnor-
mal behavior in Grid middleware.

3 Architecture of Workflow Performance Monitoring and
Visualization Tool

Figure 1 depicts the architecture of the performance monitoring and visualization tool
for Grid workflows within ASKALON. The performance monitoring and visualization
tool relies on the SCALEA-G monitoring middleware [6] for collecting Grid infrastruc-
ture and application monitoring data. SCALEA-G services use peer-to-peer technology
to communicate with each other and they can retrieve and store multiple types of mon-
itoring data from diverse sensors.



At the client side, the main GUI of the performance tool is integrated with the
ASKALON IDE. From the IDE the user can compose workflows, submit them to the
EE, and perform the performance monitoring and analysis of the workflows. Within
distributed EEs, we have sensors capturing execution status of workflows. The sen-
sors send monitoring data to SCALEA-G services which propagate the monitoring data
to the main component (PerfMonVis) of the performance tool via subscription/query
mechanism. On Grid sites where scheduled workflows are executed, sensors are also
used to monitor Grid resources; these sensors provide the infrastructure information
(e.g., machine and networks) of Grid sites. At the client side, monitoring data of Grid
workflows and resources are received through data subscription and query. Monitoring
data is analyzed and the performance results and failures are then visualized in the GUI.

Fig. 1.Architecture of workflow performance monitoring and visualization tool

4 Online Performance Monitoring and Visualization

4.1 Instrumentation and Monitoring Data

The execution of a Grid workflow is controlled by the EE under the guidance of the
scheduler. However, invoked applications which perform the real work specified in
workflow activities will be executed on distributed Grid sites by local Grid resource
allocation and management (GRAM). To monitor the performance of Grid workflows,
it is necessary to collect monitoring data not only within EEs but also at Grid sites.

To obtain workflow monitoring data we statically instrumentEEs, which control
job and data submissions to different Grid sites. Through the instrumentation, sensors



are manually inserted into EEs to capture all the events associated with the workflow.
These events are then sent to the SCALEA-G middleware. Basedon that they can be
retrieved by the performance tool or any services or clientswhich are interested in
obtaining workflow events. For instrumentation and monitoring at Grid sites, currently
we have infrastructure sensors deployed in Grid sites. These sensors are used to monitor
Grid resources and middleware services, e.g., capturing machine information, network
bandwidth, and availability of GRAM and GridFTP. However, our previous work on
instrumentation of Grid applications [7] has not been integrated into ASKALON.

We use a generic schema to describe various types of events. Basically, an event has
an event name and an event time indicating the time at which the event occurs. Every
event has event attributes that hold detailed monitoring data associated with the event.
Event attribute can be used to store any interesting data, for example computational
nodes on which an invoked application is executed, the source and the destination of a
file transfer between activities, etc. Table 1 presents a fewevents captured in our system
and Table 2 presents examples of event attributes.

Event Name Description
initialized the activity has been initialized
queued the activity gets in the EE queue
submitted the activity has been submitted to the Grid site
active the activity is active
suspended the activity is suspended
completed the activity is completed
failed the activity is failed
canceled the activity is canceled

Table 1.Examples of workflow events

Attribute Name Description
ACTIVITY-NAME original name of the activity
ACTIVITY-INSTANCE-ID name of the activity instance
ACTIVITY-TYPE type of activity
ACTIVITY-PARENT-NAME parent name of the activity instance
COMPUTATIONALNODE machine on which the activity is running
SOURCE-ID source activity of a file transfer
DESTINATION-ID destination activity of a file transfer

Table 2.Examples of event attributes

Currently, all monitoring data collected is represented inXML form. Figure 2 presents
examples of real events captured. In Figure 2(a) is aninitialized event of a com-
putational activity; the event consists of activity instance ID, the type of activity, the
name of the parent instance. In Figure 2(b) is acompleted event of a file transfer
between two activity instances namedfirst-4 andsecond-75.

4.2 Online Monitoring and Visualization

Monitoring data collected from different sources, such as distributed EEs and Grid sites,
is published into the SCALEA-G middleware. Each type of monitoring data is identified



<event>
<eventname>activity_initialized
</eventname>
<eventtime>1142499781204</eventtime>
<eventdata>

<attrname>ACTIVITY_NAME</attrname>
<attrvalue>first</attrvalue>

</eventdata>
<eventdata>

<attrname>ACTIVITY_INSTANCE_ID
</attrname>
<attrvalue>first_4</attrvalue>

</eventdata>
<eventdata>

<attrname>ACTIVITY_TYPE</attrname>
<attrvalue>ControflowController
</attrvalue>

</eventdata>
<eventdata>

<attrname>ACTIVITY_PARENT_NAME
</attrname>
<attrvalue>whileBody_0_3</attrvalue>

</eventdata>
</event>

(a)

<event>
<eventname>activity_completed
</eventname>
<eventtime>1142499880862</eventtime>
<eventdata>

<attrname>ACTIVITY_INSTANCE_ID
</attrname>
<attrvalue>first/fVns1142499878780
</attrvalue>

</eventdata>
<eventdata>

<attrname>SOURCE_ID</attrname>
<attrvalue>first_4</attrvalue>

</eventdata>
<eventdata>

<attrname>DESTINATION_ID</attrname>
<attrvalue>second_75</attrvalue>

</eventdata>
<eventdata>

<attrname>ACTIVITY_TYPE</attrname>
<attrvalue>FileTransfer</attrvalue>

</eventdata>
</event>

(b)

Fig. 2. Examples of representation of events: (a) computational activity, (b) data transfer

by a tuple(dataTypeID, resourceID), for example in case of workflow events the tuple
(wf.pma, 0c08d950-9979-11da-88a8-9ac1d10ab445) indicates all events
associated with the workflow whose UUID is0c08d950-9979-11da-88a8-9ac1
d10ab445. The workflow performance monitoring and visualization tool can sub-
scribe and/or query any monitoring data type of interest. Inour tool, during the exe-
cution of a workflow, when the user starts to conduct the performance monitoring and
analysis, the performance tool will subscribe all workflow events associated with the
workflow. The tool will analyze events received and visualize performance results as
well as failure detected in its GUI. Depending on the resulting analysis, the tool can
subscribe/query other data types in order to find sources of problems. For example, if a
workflow activity cannot be submitted to a Grid site, the usercan query the monitoring
data about the availability of local resource management onthat Grid site.

The performance monitoring and visualization tool analyzes large amounts of di-
verse monitoring data and presents the result in an understandable way to the user.
In ASKALON, our performance tool provides the following functionalities for online
monitoring and visualization of Grid workflows:

– Monitoring of execution phases of Grid workflows. The user can monitor and an-
alyze execution phases, e.g., queuing and processing, of Grid workflows during
runtime. Detailed execution information of every single activities can be analyzed.

– Monitoring of data transfer between Grid sites. Monitoring of data transfer between
Grid sites is an important feature. The user can observe the data transfer between
activity instances through the visualization. Moreover, aspecific data transfer can
also be selected for analysis, for example to examine transfer time.



– Interactive analysis of different activities. The user can compare the execution of
different running activities, for example examining different performance metrics
of the selected activities, load imbalances or overheads. This feature is particularly
useful for analyzing parallel regions in scientific workflows.

– Analysis and comparison of activity distribution and allocation for Grid sites. How
activities distributed to Grid sites as well as the utilization of Grid sites can be
analyzed and compared. Allowing the user to select Grid sites that the user wants
to analyze is a useful feature because if there are hundreds of Grid sites involved in
execution of the workflow, the user can observe which sites are slower and find out
why they are slow by using infrastructure monitoring.

– Interactive querying of infrastructure monitoring duringexecution. Infrastructure
monitoring data, such as CPU load or network bandwidth between Grid sites can
also be provided during the monitoring and analysis of Grid workflows. Grid work-
flows and resources consumed are analyzed in an integrated environment.

The monitoring and visualization tool can also help to develop the ASKALON mid-
dleware services. For example, performance results are used by the performance pre-
diction service to provide estimated execution times of Grid workflows to support the
scheduler. In ASKALON, the scheduling service can subscribe events indicating abnor-
mal behaviors of Grid middleware and workflows so that it can reschedule the workflow.

Figure 3 shows the main GUI of the workflow performance tool. The top window
(Execution Trace) visualizes the workflow representation together with detailed
monitoring information. In the top-left pane is the static representation of the workflow,
showing the hierarchical view of workflows. The hierarchical view explicitly defines,
in detail, concepts and properties of workflows, including workflow, workflow regions
and workflow activities, and their relationships based on the workflow performance
ontology [8]. In the top-right pane is the execution trace ofthe workflow. The activities
are sorted sequentially by the time they have been initialized. The example trace is for
a workflow namedWien2K, which will be described in Section 5.1. We can monitor
and visualize activities, workflow regions, data transfers, etc. By clicking an activity in
the top-left pane, instances of that activity will be highlighted in the top-right pane. In
the bottom-left pane is a tree representing performance information about the current
selected activity, for example, the name of the activity, the parent activity of this activity,
the machine where the activity is executed, queueing time, processing time, transfer
time, source and destination of file transfers, etc. Detailed performance information
such as average execution times per Grid sites and job distribution to Grid sites are also
visualized.

5 Experiments

We have implemented a prototype of our workflow performance monitoring and visual-
ization, and integrated it into ASKALON. Currently the prototype is based on Java 1.5,
and JGraph [9] is employed for the visualization of the activities and of the workflow.

In this section, we present experiments illustrating the performance monitoring and
visualization of real world Grid scientific workflows namedWien2K andInvmod. Our
experiments are conducted within the Austrian Grid infrastructure [10], which connects



several national Austrian Grid sites. For our experiments we selected two altix ma-
chines, includingaltix1.uibk.ac.at which is an altix 16 CPUs machine at the
University of Innsbruck andaltix1.jku.austriangrid.at which is an altix
64 CPUs machine at the University of Linz. In all our experiments, we just specified
the two Grid sites but the number of CPUs used for executing workflows is decided by
the ASKALON scheduler.

5.1 Wien2K

Fig. 3. Wien2K workflow experiment

Wien2K [11] is a program package for performing electronic structure calculations
of solids using density functional theory, based on the full-potential (linearized) aug-
mented planewave ((L)APW) and local orbital (lo) method. The problem size is5.5

specifying the number of planewaves used, and the number of parallel k-points is 650.
With this problem size, the two parallel sections -pforLAPW1 andpforLAPW2- have
65 parallel iterations.

This workflow has only one primary workflow region, namedpforLAPW1, which
takes a long time to finish. The rest of the workflow activitiesare not time-consuming.
Through the trace execution in Figure 3, we observed that activities executed on
altix1.uibk machine in Innsbruck are completed much faster than activities on
altix1.jku machine in Linz. The windowsecond shows performance informa-
tion for activitysecond. The paneMean Execution Time shows various average
timing metrics (per number of instances) for activitysecond on different Grid sites
whereas the paneJob distribution displays how instances of activitysecond



are distributed on different Grid sites. Overall, timing metrics onaltix1.uibk are
better than that onaltix.jku. Out of65 parallel instances of activitysecond, the
scheduler distributed16 instances toaltix1.uibk, which fully loads this 16-CPU
machine. The remaining,49 instances, are mapped to 64-CPUaltix1.jku because
the ASKALON performance prediction service indicates thatan instance could be com-
pleted faster onaltix1.uibk than onaltix1.jku.

During our experimental work withWien2K, we detected some errors made by the
execution engine. For example, in one case, we did not get anyfailed event from the
execution engine, but we observed in our visualization toolthat one activity had been
reinitialized. After analyzing the case, we found that the missingfailed event was
due to a bug in the execution engine.

5.2 Invmod

Invmod [12] is a hydrological application for river modelling which has been designed
for inverse modelling calibration of the WaSiM-ETH program.Invmod has two levels
of parallelism, one for the calibration of parameters that is calculated separately for
each starting value usingparallel random runs, the second for each optimization step
represented by an inner loop iteration. In this experiment,the number of the parallel
random runs is7 and the parameter of the optimization step is3.

Fig. 4. Invmod workflow experiment

As shown in Figure 4, theInvmodworkflow is more complex thanWien2K work-
flow. There are more parallel regions and data transfers, anda larger number of ac-
tivities is executed in parallel. We observed the executionengine sends all the jobs,
using GridFTP, fromaltix1.jku to itself, which is a performance overhead be-
cause this transfer is unnecessary asaltix1.jku has a NFS (Network File System).



In its current implementation, if a file must be sent to many activities which have
different parameters, the execution engine just sends the file to every activity using
GridFTP, without considering the underlying file system. Byselecting data types in
the tree in the bottom-left pane of Figure 4, infrastructuremonitoring can also be in-
voked. For example, the windowForecast Bandwidth shows the network band-
width betweenaltix1.jku andaltix1.uibk whereas the windowService
Availability displays the availability of GRAM service onaltix1.jku.

6 Related Work

While many tools support performance monitoring and visualization for scientific paral-
lel applications, there is a lack of similar tools for Grid scientific workflows. P-GRADE
[13] is a performance monitoring and visualization for Gridworkflows. In contrast to
our tool, P-GRADE does not support cyclic workflows. P-GRADEis based on Globus
Toolkit 2 while our tool is based on advanced WSRF-based architecture using Globus
Toolkit 4. Taverna Workbench [14] allows users to monitor the status of activities within
Grid workflows, but visualizes information in a form of a simple table. Moreover, de-
tailed execution phases are available only after the execution of the workflow. Our per-
formance tool is more advanced because it can analyze monitoring data in detail at
runtime, and dynamic calling relationship among activity instances can be examined
online as well.

A few tools are developed for performance monitoring and visualization of Web ser-
vices.Web Service Navigator[15], for example, provides good visualization techniques
for Web service based applications. BEA WebLogic Integration Studio [16] supports the
automation of business processes. It can also visualize themonitoring of a workflow.
However, such tools are not developed for Grid scientific workflows which are quite
different from business workflows.

None of above-mentioned tools integrates a monitoring system for Grid resources,
networks and middleware services with Grid workflow monitoring. Our workflow tool
can also correlate performance of Grid infrastructure to Grid workflows in a single
framework.

In our previous work, we have demonstrated Grid services fordynamically instru-
menting and measuring Grid-based applications of DAG-based workflows [7]. Our tool
presented in this paper extends our previous work by covering scientific workflows with
complex structures such as loop and parallel regions and by supporting Grid workflows
composed and executed by an advanced WSRF-based middleware.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Scientific workflows in Grids are complex and their executioncommonly implies dis-
tributed, sophisticated interactions among various typesof Grid applications and re-
sources. We need performance monitoring and visualizationtools that are capable to
assist the user in monitoring these complex interactions and in detecting failures occur-
ring during runtime. The contribution of this paper is a workflow performance moni-
toring and visualization tool that not only allows users to observe and analyze complex



interactions during the execution of Grid workflows but alsosupports the correlation
between the performance of Grid workflows and the underlyingGrid infrastructure.

We are currently enhancing our tool with performance monitoring and visualiza-
tion features that cover also invoked applications within workflow activities and code
regions, according to our workflow performance ontology [8]. Moreover, we are inte-
grating our tool into the K-WfGrid workflow system [17].
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